Battery Regenerator

SUSTAINABLE
PROFITABLE
EFFICIENT

Get your batteries regenerated

INCREASING PROFIT MARGIN

DISTRIBUTION

BRT10©

Be
energy

Batterie Plus

MADE IN FRANCE
BRT10®: THE MOST UNIVERSAL REGENERATOR AVAILABLE ON THE MARKET

Why buying a new battery when you can get yours regenerated?
Batterie Plus technology is definitely not using chemistry. It treats the batteries with an electric pulsation system using specific frequencies. This leads to the full recovery of the active agents in the battery, turning them from solid back to their original state. Regenerating your battery permits to recover the original capacity and to extend the life span from 100% to 150%.
Operating a mix of curative and preventive regeneration programs will double your battery life time, for a greater efficiency and a dramatic cut in your operating costs.

Battery original capacity recovery:
• Increase the battery performance
• Boost your productivity
• Reduce your electric consumption
• Reduce significantly the electromechanical breakdowns

To handle all types of sealed batteries:
• Starting batteries:
  - Boat
  - Motorbike
  - Car
  - Truck
  - Bus
  - Gear TP
  - Building machinery...

• Small traction
  - Washing machine,
  - Lift platforms,
  - Golf carts...

• Solar, stationary, UPS
  - Solar power supply
  - Backup
  - BTS, telecom network...

ANY INQUIRY: CONTACT US ON

BeEnergy
9, rue Saint André
84000 Avignon, France
Tel +33 (0)4 90 87 00 07
contact@beenergy.biz

www.beenergy.biz

BATTERIES REGENERATOR BRT10

| Weight | 45 kg |
| Dim. | 60x30x47h.cm |
| 4 casters |
| Cable | 2 x 35mm² |
| Double connections conical plot / nut |
| Input: Single phase | 230 VAC/16A 50 or 60Hz |
| Out put: | Batteries 6-48 volts |
| Pulsation | 0-100A |
| Capacity | 50 - 300Ah |

Intuitive software
Accessory: battery temperature sensor
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